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Introduction

According to the recent development, of the nuclear structure physics, a semi-quantum
treatment within the mean-field theory, e.g., the rotating shell model, has played a
decisive role in understanding complex structure of various nuclear excited states.
In these studies, it becomes clear that there often coexist many stable mean-fields
with different deformation within one nucleus[l]. Before developing a full-quantum
theory capable of describing the collective excited states situated far away from the
ground state, therefore, it is desirable to develop the semi-quantum theory of the
large-amplitude collective motions which are influenced by many local minima with
different deformations. In this case, one is involved into many theoretical subjects[2]
related to the adiabatic and diabatic single-particle states, the adiabatic and diabatic
collective potentials, the level crossing of single-particle orbitals, the configuration
change in the ground state, a relation between various stable mean-fields which are
not necessarily orthogonal with each other, etc.
Exploring the above basic theoretical problems, one has to start with discussing
how to obtain many Hartree-Fock (HF) states for a given nuclear Hamiltonian. In the
conventional algorithm of solving the constrained (C-)HF equation, which has been
emploied in obtaining the many HF-points, an adiabatic assumption is frequently
required. However, the above mentioned problems are known to be essentially related to this adiabatic approximation. As was pointed out in Ref.[l, 3], moreover,
the adiabatic (A-)CHF method (or its approximation through the Nilsson-Strutinsky
method) often gives a shallow second HF-minimum or only a small shoulder, rather
than a well developed second local minimum which is expected from the experimental
data. On the other hand, one has been used to numerically solve the HF equation by
imposing an orthogonality condition to the HF ground state, for obtaining excited
HF states. Since this method often ignores many local minima through an additional kinematical constraint, the complex structure of the time-dependent (TD-)HF
manifold can not be studied by using this method.
In order to develop a fairly general numerical method capable of reaching many
HF points in the TDHF-manifold, in the previous paper [4], we elucidated the CHF
method within a simple schematic model. It was clarified that the solutions of the
CHF equation gives differcntiable lines within the TDHF-coordinate space, and each
HF-point rests on one of these lines. It was also pointed out that the configuration change occurs smoothly along the differentiable CHF-line, without any abrupt
rearrangement of the single-particle configuration. In other words, discontinuous
configuration change will take place when one jumps over from one differcntiable
CHF-line to the other. By fully exploiting a diffcrentiable nature of the CHF-lines in
the TDHF-coordinate space, in the present paper, we develop a new algorithm for obtaining the many HF-points as well as the many continuous CHF-lines in the realistic
nuclear system. An introduction of many HF points not necessarily orthogonal with
one another requires the full analysis of the gauge structure of the TDHF-manifold,

wliich will be discussed in the separated paper[5].
Here, the pairing correlation is known to affect on the configuration change considerably in the actual nuclei. In order to study many-body dynamics near the levelcrossing region, the dynamical effects of various correlations on the configuration
change should be explored separately. In this paper, therefore, we restrict ourselves
to the configuration change due to the particle-hole correlations. The effects coming from the pairing correlations will be discussed within the the TDHF-Bogoliubov
manifold in the forthcoming paper.
In Sec. 2, we describe the basic concept of our method. The algorithm is explained
in Sec. 3 together with the numerical results with Skyrme force. Section 4 is devoted
to the summary and discussion.

2 Differentiability of Constrained Hartree-Fock
Solution
2.1

Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock Coordinate Space

The CHF equation is expressed as
6{4>)H - \Q\4>)

= 0,

(2.1)

(4>\Q\4>) = q ,

(2-2)

where Q denotes a constraining operator put in by hand. Since one usually introduces a small number of constraining operators, a constraining coordinate system {q}
defined by the expectation values of Q's does not uniquely specify the single Slaterdeterminant. However, the small dimensionality of the {g}-space makes it feasible to
numerically solve Eqs.(2.1) and (2.2) by either the gradient method [6] or an iterative
diagonalization method so as to obtain the most energetically favorable single Slaterdeterminant satisfying a given constrained condition. (In this paper, these methods
will be called the ACHF.)
On the other hand, one may introduce the TDHF-coordinate system {xfll}, which
can uniquely specify the time-independent single Slater-determinant. Here {xMi} is
introduced as follows: Suppose there exists a certain HF state \4>a). By means of
the particle- and hole-creation operators a^ and 6t- with respect to |</>o), the general
time-dependent single Slater-determinant \<f>) is expressed as

|0) = e ^ ) ,

F = 52(flliajtbl-h.c.).

(2.3)

With the aid of particle-hole amplitudes /M,, the TDHF (symplectic) manifold M :
ls
{P^IM^'}
defined as

In this paper we only consider the TDHF-coordinate space {xfa}, because we are
interested in the stationary points of the potential energy surface (PES) within the
TDHF-manifold.
The solution of the CHF equation within the {a:^ }-space was studied in the previous paper[4]. It was shown that the first equation of the CHF method in Eq.(2.1)
defines differentiate lines within the {a;^,}-space, which do not cross with one another. It also gives a concrete value of the Lagrange multiplier A at each point on
these lines. Every HF point rests on one of these lines, which will be called CHFlines within the {xM,}-space. By expressing the expectation value of the constraining
operator as a function of x^, on the other hand, the second equation of the CHF
method in Eq.(2.2) defines a transformation from the TDHF-coordinate space to the
constraining coordinate space:
{*„,•} - {<?} : q = g ( v ) , (= (<P\QW)-

(2-5)

Here it should be noticed that Eq.(2.5) gives a smooth many-to-one transformation
and q = Q(x^i) is a differentiate function of x^.
With the aid of Eq.(2.5), the potential energy on many differentiable lines in the
{iM,}-space is transformed to that in the {<7}-space. Here it should be noted that two
points located far away with each other in the {zM,}-space are often transformed to
the almost same point in the {<?}-space. Therefore, the CHF equation in the {g}-space
has many solutions (many single Slater-determinants) satisfying Eq.(2.1) for a given
constrained condition (2.2). The ACHF is then regarded as a practical method to
avoid the above stated multi-valuedness. When one applies the adiabatic requirement,
however, one often overlooks and eventually disregards many well-developed HFpoints which are lying above the adiabatic PES. Moreover, the adiabatic requirement
meets some difficulty in the band crossing region where two CHF solutions satisfying
the same constrained condition have accidental degeneracy[7].
Since the CHF equation gives differentiable lines in the {x^,}-space, and the
q = Q(xMi) is a differentiable function of a:,,,, the CHF equation in the {^J-space also
gives smooth continuous lines, which is also called the CHF-lines in the {<?}-space.
This means that there does not occur any sudden change in the configuration of
the single Slater-determinants, when they are lying on the single CHF-line in the
{<7}-space with sufficiently small distance. Therefore, many diabatic recipes[8, 9, 10,
11] are understood to be a phenomenological method which effectively simulate the
continuous property of the CHF-lines.

Since every HF-point satisfies the CHF condition, it is desirable to exploit a
continuous property of the CHF-lines in the {g}-space in obtaining many HF-points,
rather than to use the adiabatic requirement. Namely, one may use the CHF-lincs as
a searching path to reach the high-lying HF states.

2.2

Continuity Condition for Single Slater-Determinant

In the conventional ACHF calculation for the N-partide system, each iterative process
is achieved by introducing a new density matrix constructed by the first N-lowest
eigenvectors of the one-body Hamiltonian (adiabatic assumption), which is defined
by using the preceding density matrix. The convergence process is completed when
the resultant density matrix becomes equivalent to the preceding density matrix. In
this numerical method, one does not pay any attention to mutual relations between
two neighboring Slater-determinants with slightly different constrained conditions q^
and go + 6q. Namely it is not necessary to hold the following relation;

tim (<f>o(q)\<fo(q + 6q)) = 1.

(2.6)

6g—0

When there holds i,he condition (2.6) for any value of q, the solution of the CHF
equation \4>o(<])} in the {<jr}-space may just correspond to a single differentiable line
in the {a^ij-space. In this case, the configuration of |0o(?)) changes smoothly with
respect to q. When there does not hold the condition (2.6), two neighboring solutions
\4>o{g)) and \<fio[q + 6q)} belong to different CHF-lines with different configurations.
This situation often happens because of the many-to-one transformation between the
{x^J-space and {^}-space.
In actual numerical calculations in solving Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), one has to use
the discrete values for the constraining variables {Q} = <?o,<7i,<?2, • • •• Thus one has
to establish a practical method to get the continuous CHF-lines in the {?}-space, by
keeping track to the differentiable CHF-lines in the {xM,}-space.
Let us first discuss the continuity property of the single Slater-determinant in
the {z^jj-space. By means of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), the position of |^>) in the TDHF
coordinate system is expressed as {x^}. The distance between \(j>) and \<f>o) is then
given by the usual metric £ ^ a^,- • On the other hand, the overlap between two single
Slater-determinant is expressed as
(<fio\^\<fio) = det |<ifrj°V.->l = d e t ( v / / - C t C ) , i = det(y/l

-

(2.7)
where the single Slater-determinants |<^o) and \<j>) are described by the single-hole
wave functions {ipj ,j = 1, • • •, JV} and {ipj',j = 1, • • -, iV}, respectively. From the
above equation, it is clearly seen that the single Slater-determinant is a continuous
function of {xM,} as well as an overlap between \<j>) and |$o)- In other words, the
distance between \4>Q) and \<fi) is measured by the overlap in Eq.(2.7). As is seen from

Eq.(2.7) and will be discussed in Sect. 3.2, it is possible to find the HF state \<j>)
which lies at the nearest distance from a given single Slater-determinant \<j>o) (which
will be called a reference state (RS)) in the {^,}- s P ace ) by imposing the maximum
overlap criteria (MOC, which will be discussed in Eq.(3.8)) with respect to the RS.
Since this method provides us with the most nearest neighbor state for a given RS
in the {3^,}-space, it will be referred to a RS-method.
Secondly, we treat how to numerically get a continuous CHF-lines in the {q}space by using a finite 8q. Let \4>(q)) be a known CHF state satisfying a given
constrained condition (Q) = q, which is described by a set of single-particle wave
functions {\i>j{q)); i = 1, • • •, N}. In order to find an unknown CHF state \<j>(q 4- 8q))
at (Q) = q + dq, which is continuously connected with \4>{q)), we will use a condition
given by
l, i = l,---,N,
(2.8)
which gives a more accurate condition than Eq. (2.6). Physically, the above condition means that the configuration specifying the single Slater-determinant on the
CHF-line should change continuously, depending on the constraining variable q. In
Sect.3.3, a new algorithm for numerically expressing the analytic condition (2.8) will
be discussed by using the RS-method. When a resultant CHF-line does not depend
on a choice of the small quantity fiq, the analytic relation (2.8) is regarded to be satisfied numerically. Since the CHF solution at q + 6q is dictated by the configuration
of the preceding CHF solution at q rather than by the minimum energy requirement,
the above method will be called the configuration dictated CHF method.
At the end of this section, it should be noted that a symptom of the maximum
overlap methods has been used phenomenologically near the single-particle levelcrossing region [8, 10]. It intended to obtain a diabatic collective potential and a
set of diabatic single-particle states by keeping the configuration of the single Slaterdeterminants unchanged.

3 Searching for Many High-Lying Hartree-Fock
States
3.1 Constrained Hartree-Fock Calculation with Skyrme
Force
Before explaining a new algorithm to exploit the continuity property of the CHFlines, in this subsection, we outline the basic numerical method. To demonstrate an
applicability of it, numerical calculation are carried out for Z = 38 and N = 44 (82Sr)
by using the Hamiltonian with the Skyrme force[12]. The used parameters are type
SIII[13]. The major shell is included up to No = 8. We assume the time reversal
symmetry, the axial symmetry and reflection symmetry. The one-body Hamiltonian

is then block diagonal specified by the z-component of the angular momentum and
the parity of the single-particle states Qn and each single particle level has two-fold
degeneracy. Since the pairing correlations are not incorporated into the mean-field,
in this paper, the nucleon number in each block gives an additional quantum number.
We use the deformed harmonic oscillator base in cylindrical coordinate;, which has
two parameters, hwr and hui.. The optimization of these parameters is performed for
the HF ground state. These values arc kept untouched in other calculations only for
simplicity. The optimum choice for these parameters effectively takes into account
the effects coming from the higher major shells iV*o > 8.
Instead of Eq.(2.1), we use the quadratic constraint [15] expressed as
*«£>-!<(&o>-0inP.,t)2)=O,

(3.1)

where <jjn()Ut is a control parameter to vary the expectation value (Q2o)- In order
to represent numerical results, we use the dimensionless deformation parameter fi =
(Q20)Ii?2)• The Lagrange multiplier A is given by,
A = c((Q20>-9in PU t),

(3-2)

which has a sense even in the convergence process. Note that there holds (Q20) 7^
9input except for the HF points. The parameter c defines a unit of (Sginput, and is
chosen to be 1.0 x 10~4[McV/fm''J. Any choice of this parameter does not affect on
any physical quantity. The Hamiltonian represented for the single Slater-determinant
\4>) is given as;
H - \ Q 2 o = ( H - XQ20)

+ h \ p U •4

^ : + :H-

XQ20

:

(3.3)

where h[p] is the one-body Hamiltonian matrix depending on the density matrix
Pap = {<t>\c,)ca\4>) and the symbol : : denotes the normal product with respect to \4>).
To stabilize the convergence process, the one-body Hamiltonian to be diagonalized
in the »i-th iteration is defined by the following recursion formula

where p ' " ' is the density matrix for the n-th step single Slater-determinant \4^n') in
the convergence process reaching for \<f>). In our numerical calculation of using the
Skyrme interaction, the above recursion formula is expressed in the coordinate space,
and the convergent solutions are obtained by choosing s to be mainly within a range
of 0.4 ~ 0.6.
In order to get the CHF-lines, the accuracy of the single-particle wave function
is the most important feature in our method. Our convergence condition is given by
using a sum of the second order variances of the hole-state energies,

logA<">=

£

logA<n);

A< n ) =((4" ) 2 >-<4 n ) > 2 ),

(3.5)

where,

(4n)) = (W n) |A (n) l^ n) >, ( ^ ) 2 ) = <^ n) |A (n)2 |^ n) >,

(3-6)

are diagonal components calculated by the single-particle wave functions before diagonalization. The numerical convergence is completed when there holds a relation,
and

logA (n) > log At"),

(3.7)

where 6Q is a sufficient small number, and log A ( "' = -fa J2$=\ log A ( " *) denotes the
averaged value for the last /f-steps. The first relation is a necessary condition for selfconsistency on the iterative diagonalization procedure and the second is a saturate
condition in the convergence calculation. When the condition (3.7) is satisfied, one
gets the converged single-particle wave functions. In our numerical calculation, <5o is
chosen to be 5.0 x 1(T6 [MeV] and K = 10.

3.2

High-Lying Hartree-Fock States

Before discussing a numerical method for obtaining the continuously-connected CHFline in the {q}-spa.ce which keeps track to a certain differentiate line in the {xM,}space, we start with discussing how to obtain the HF solutions which are situated
higher than the adiabatic solution \4>o(i))Let us take some single Slater-determinant which does not necessarily satisfy the
HF condition. For example, we choose a certain single Slater-determinant |</>RS),
which is expressed by a simple many-particle many-hole state with respect to the HF
state |</>o}- Namely, the occupied states in \4> } are not the first N-lowest singleparticle states. This state has a well defined configuration with respect to \rj>o)-, and
will be called a reference state (RS). Let us consider the high-lying HF state which
is located at the nearest distance from the RS in the {z^,}-space. To obtain the
self-consistent HF solution, we use the nonlinear eigenvalue equation. In the usual
ACHF method, one introduces a new density matrix constructed by the first Nlowest eigenvectors in each iteration. However, this definition of the hole states is
by no means unique. One may find the high-lying HF state \(j>) located very near
to the RS, by ordering a complete set of single-particle states {IV'J}} obtained in
the convergence process reaching to \<j>), in such a way that there hold the following
"maximum overlap criteria (MOC)",
(^l^y-iSij,

(for alii, j )

(3.8)

where |V\ ) denotes the i-th single-particle state in the RS. This simple relation
defines an one-to-one correspondence between two sets of the single-particle wave
functions in each iterative process. Thus, the MOC (3.8) provides us with one definit
way to specify \<j>) by referring to the RS. Requiring the above criteria in each convergence step, one may get the HF state which has maximum overlap to the RS.
The resultant HF state \<j>) is located at a point nearest to the RS. The method of

using the MOC with respect to the RS in every convergence process will be called
the RS-method.
Theiterativeprocessof our program to obtain the high-lying HF-points is itemized
as follows; Assume that there is a HF state \4>Q) {e.g. the HF ground state). As an
example of the RS, we choose the single Slater-determinant expressed by a manyparticle many-hole state with respect to \4>o), that is,

I«^RS> = \4>phh \4>Ph) = I I ^ P A W O ) .

(3.9)

1. Start the iterative process by choosing the RS i<£RS} in Eq.(3.9) as an initial
Slater-determinant |<?!»(n=0)).
2. Make the one-body Hamiltonian /»[//"'] by using | ^ " ' } . (Since we are interested in the HF points, /i[/?'n'] used in this subsection is defined in Eq.(3.3)
without constraining term.) One gets a new set of single-particle wave functions {|^-n+1)>}- by diagonalizing A(n) in Eq.(3.4).
3. The i-th single-particle wave functions \tp]n ) (, with i < N) are arranged and
chosen in such a way that there hold the following relations,
l«>,RSh/'|"+1)>|2 > | < ^ R S | ^ n + 1 ) ) | 2 ,

(for all j > i, withi = 1, 2, • • •, N),
(3.10)

which is derived from requirement (3.8). In this step, one requires {i/)RS|'/l)
) >
0 to eliminate an extra phase factor. In this way, one gets N-kinds of singleparticle wave functions to be used in constructing the single Slater-determinant
4. To satisfy the self-consistency condition (3.7), the iteration from the step 2 to
3 should be repeated.
When the self-consistency condition is satisfied, one gets the high-lying HF state
whose configuration is dictated by that of |<^RS). In Fig.l, the convergence process
to the high-lying HF state is illustrated. As is easily recognized from Fig.lb, the
iteration is started from the proton 2p-2h state in the (l/2)~-block; By using the
asymptotic quantum numbers, it is expressed as (7r[310]l/2~ )~2(7r[301]l/2~)2 with
respect to the lowest prolate HF-point at /? cs 0.1, which is denoted by |^>o) in
Fig.2a. It is seen that the convergence in the total energy (Fig.la) and the singleparticle energies (Fig.lb) are accomplished much faster than the condition (3.7) in
Fig.lc. With this very severe numerical self-consistency condition, the accuracy of
each single-particle energy, y Aj , is about 10~7 MeV, which is mainly coming from
the accuracy of diagonalization routine. The convergence process from the 2p-2h
state to the resultant HF state denoted by \4>i) is depicted in Fig.Id and Fig.2a.
It is easily recognized that the present numerical method is different from the
adiabatic iterative diagonalization method only in the step 3, where the single-particle

wave functions are arranged not in order of the single-particle energy but in order
of the overlap to the single-particle wave functions in the RS. This means that the
conventional iterative diagonalization program is easily converted to the present one
by a very small modification.
Zheng e£.a/.[14] got many-particle many-hole high-lying HF points. Since their
one-body Hamiltonian is block diagonalized due to the assumed symmetry (parity,
axial symmetry, etc.). the nuclcon number in each block is regarded as an additional
quantum number. In their calculation, they reached to the high-lying HF points
which correspond to the most energetically favorable states under a given nucleon
number distributed in each block. It should be emphasized that our present method
reproduce not only their results, but also other many high-lying HF points which
have a common nucleon number distributed in each block. The high-lying HF state
|<?!>i) is just one example.

3.3

Local Configuration Dictated Method

Here it should be noticed that the RS-method discussed in the previous subsection
has variety of applications. In this subsection, we treat how to numerically obtain
the CHF-lines in the {gj-space.
Suppose there exists a self-consistent high-lying HF point \4>i) obtained by using
the RS-method. By using an expectation value of the constraining operator qio =
(<j>\\Q\<f>\), the state \<j>)} is expressed as |<^( HF (<jio))- Namely, the state \<f>" l!L(</i<)))
can also be regarded as a solution of the CHF equations (2.1) and (2.2) at a given
value {Q} = qm.
In solving the CHF equation for getting an adjacent CHF state continuously
connected with |$ CflF (gio))i °ne may apply the RS-mcthod. In this case, one chooses
\4>Clif (qw)) as the RS, and sets ginput = 9io + ifyinput in Eq.(3.1). Here, 6q-mput is very
small increment which will be discussed below. The resultant state obtained after
convergence gives the CHF state |^ C H F (gn)) where q\\ is an expectation value of Q.
In obtaining the next adjacent CHF state continuously connected with |<^CHF(<7n)).
one may repeat the same procedure by choosing \4> (911)} as a new RS, and by
setting ginput = <7io + 26<jinput. In this way, one gets the continuous CHF-line by
starting from \<j>\).
In this procedure, there still remains an important problem how to choose the
magnitude of 6q\nput so as to meet the continuity condition given by Eq.(2.6) or
Ecj.(2.8). Since the relation between the {x)n}- and {<j}-spaces is given by the complex
many-to-one transformation in Eq.(2.5), the continuity condition should be satisfied
as rigorously as possible, and should be uniformly satisfied at any point on the line.
For this aim, the magnitude of f>q\npm is treated as a variable quantity in our program.
Let \"4>f^) be the i-th single-particle occupied state in the known CHF state which
is chosen as the RS, and let \ipt ) be the z-th single-particle occupied state obtained in
the ri-t.h iteration to reach for the adjoining CHF solution. Here, |V'," } are arranged

by using the MOC in Eq.(3.10). As is easily understood, the adjoining CHF state is
located at the nearest distance from the RS in the {2^,}-space, and is also located
at a point with small increment 8q\npul from the RS in the {^j-space. In order to
find the adjacent CHF solution which is continuously connected with the RS, one
start with solving the CHF equation by applying the RS-method, with the initial
increment value 6qinvM = bqm.AX,
When one of the diagonal components of the overlap matrix between the singleparticle wave functions in the n-th iteration and those in the RS does not satisfy a
relation,

K^V>| 2 > /o,

(3.1D

where /o denotes an under limit of the overlap and is chosen to be mainly 0.9 in
our calculation, one has to try again the lame convergence process by making 6q\npM
smaller. Namely, one has to find a CHF solution at a new point which is located
much nearer to the RS than the previous trial. In our program, a new <5<7inp,K is
introduced by multiplying a factor one half to the previous value. When one obtains
two successive adjoining CHF points by applying the same increment, on the other
hand, the increment 6qmpui to the subsequent point is twice enlarged from the previous value. In this case, we put a restriction that the &qjnpin should not exceed the
initial value 6qmax.
By using the above procedure, the magnitude of 5g mput is automatically adjusted
in our program so that the relation (3.11) is satisfied at any point on the line. When
the resultant line does not depend on a choice of /o, our program works successfully
to numerically find the CHF-line which satisfies the analytic relation (2.6). Here it
should be noticed that the very severe self-consistency condition (3.7) imposed in our
numerical calculation is also important in finding the CHF-lines.
In Fig.2a, the CHF-lines starting from \4>Q) and \cj>\) are illustrated. An employed
value of the maximum increment is 6qmdiX ct 20[fm ]. The calculated points in the
{g}-space automatically selected by our program are illustrated by open rhombuses.
In Fig.2b, the overlap between two adjacent CHF solutions \{4>c H F {qi)\4>c H F {qi+\))\2
along the CHF-line starting from \4>Q) is shown. When one imposes /o = 0.99, it turns
out that the resultant CHF-line is lying on the same line obtained under /o = 0.9 in
Fig.2a. The overlap between the numerically obtained neighboring CHF states takes
a value very near to 1, which is also illustrated in Fig.2b. Since the resultant CHF-line
UL»CS not depend on the value of /o, our program can follow the continuous CHF-line
which satisfies the analytic condition (2.8). and the value /o = 0.9 already gives a
sufficient accuracy to numerically guarantee the relation (2.6). The present numerical
method will be called the local configuration dictated (LCD-) method, because it
applies the RS-method by introducing a new RS at each discretized point.
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I

Searching for Other Continuous CHF-line

LCD-method discussed in the previous subsection is very useful in getting the
Mine, when one knows the high-lying HF point in advance. In this subsection,
tiscuss how to find other CHF point which lies on an unknown CHF-line in the
space. If one gets such CHF point, one may obtain a new CHF-line by using the
)-method.
iuppose there are two differentiable CHF-lines in the {a^J-space denoted by A
B. When these lines are closely located in the {a^J-space, the overlap between
qa)) at some point on the line A, and \<t>B{qf))) at another point on the line B
i chance to become larger than that between two points on the same line A;

K^4(<7a)|A^)>|2 > K^(fe)|^W>| 2 -

(3-12)

, qo and qp in the parentheses are the expectation values of the constraining
ator Q for each CHF state. In this case, the CHF solution by using the RSlod where \<t>A(qa)) is chosen as the RS with the constrained condition (Q) = qg,
• t h e state \<]>B{qp)} rather than \<f>A(qp)).

ollowing the above scenario, one employs the RS-method where any state on the
'n CHF-line is chosen as the RS. Suppose the single Slater-determinant \4>A{qa))
jsses a state on the known CHF-line A. To get an adjacent CHF state, one applies
tS-method by choosing \(f>A(qa)) as the RS, and by setting (finput = <?'a' +&?input</°' denotes an input value in Eq.(3.1) to be used in obtaining the CHF solution
/,,)}. In this procedure, the magnitude 6q[nptlt is chosen to be much larger than
used in the LCD-method. Furthermore, the step <5ginput in this procedure is kept
;ant, and the condition (3.11) is not imposed, unlike the case in the LCD-method
ssed in the previous subsection.
he resultant state obtained after convergence gives the CHF state ^^(^l)), where
the expectation value of Q with respect to the resultant convergent solution.
;t the n-th adjacent CHF state from <?' , one applies the RS-method by using
arne RS as before, i.e., \<t>A{qa)), with gi nput = q^ +n6q\upM. In this way, one
i set of CHF states {\$A{qi)), \4>A(<l2))i"'} whose structure are dictated by the
RS. \4>A(qa))- A first few CHF states obtained by this method rest on line A.
a few steps later, one may have a chance to obtain a CHF state which rests
;e other line B. Since the present method does not require the condition (2.6),
ondition (3.11), it has a chance to jump over from one CHF-line to the other,
is sense, the above method is considered to be one possible realization of the
duration (C-)CHF method proposed in ref.[4].
: order to demonstrate an applicability of the present method, we choose the
t prolate HF state \4>Q) at p ~ 0.1 on the known CHF-line A as thefixedRS.
jplying SqinpM = 115 [fm2]. we get a set of CHF states {\<t>A(qi )>, \4>A{qo)),•••}
rated by open rhombuses in Fig.3a. From this figure, it is clearly seen that
resent method gives a practical way to find another CHF-line denoted by B.
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Actually, the line B is obtained by applying the LCD-method discussed in the previous
subsection, after having gotten the CHF points denoted by open rhombuses on the
line B.
The self-consistent single-particle energies on the set of CHF points are shown in
Fig.3b. The occupied states are expressed by the black circles, while the unoccupied
states by the open circles. Remember that the single-particle wave functions in each
iterative process for reaching these CHF points are arranged and chosen by using the
relation (3.10) with respect to the fixed RS, \<f>o)- Consequently, one can establish
an one-to-one correspondence between the single-particle states in these CHF points
and those in \<f>o). With the aid of this one-to-one correspondence, the black and
open circles are connected by the solid lines.
In Fig.3b. the single-particle energies on the line A are indicated by the dashed
lines. Note that the single-particle energies of the set of CHF states {\<pA(qi)). \<f>A{q2)),
• • •} before the jumping are on the dashed lines. As is recognized from Fig.Jb. the
rearrangement of the configuration takes place at the region where the jumping from
the line A to line B happens. However, one should be careful in using the words
"configuration change". When one use this words locally, there does not occur any
rearrangement in the configuration either along the line A nor along the line B,
whereas the jumping from the line A to line B is associated with a configuration
change, i.e. the occupied and the unoccupied states interchange their roles. On the
other hand, the jumping from the line A to line B is not associated with a configuration change, when one discuss about the configuration of the state \cf>o) globally. In
other words, the set of CHF points {|</>''l(<?i)}, \4*A(q2)), • • •} are always lying at the
nearest distance from the fixed RS \4>o) in the {a:^,-}-space, under a given distance
9inPut = 9 ( a ) + n5ginpUt in the {?}-space.
Actually, the LCD-method discussed in the previous subsection emploies the RSmethod dictated by the local configuration, whereas the method in this subsection
uses the RS-method which is globally dictated by the fixed configuration of the RS,
i.e. |<^o)- Thus the method developed here will be called the global configuration
dictated (GCD-) method.

4

Summary and Discussion

By using various applications of the RS-method stated in the previous section, we
obtain many CHF-lines and many high-lying HF states which are shown in Fig.4a.
Since a limited number of many-particle many-hole states in Eq.(3.9) are used as the
RS in finding out the high-lying HF points in the present calculation, there certainly
exist many other CHF-lines which are not shown in Fig. 4a. In obtaining many
high-lying HF points, it turned out to be more efficient to choose the many-particle
many-hole states built on various local minima as the RS, rather than to choose
only those built on the HF ground state. When one applies the conventional ACHF,
one gets a part of an envelop of the CHF-lines. In our numerical calculation, we
12

first apply the ACHF and get some HF points which are lying on the envelop. The
ACHF calculation does not converge near the "band crossing" points where two CHFlines degenerate accidentally. It only has a convergent solution when there are well
separated local minima. Some other HF points are found by specifying the number of
nucleons distributed in each Q "'-block. The many-particle many-hole states are then
constructed by using these HF points.
In Fig. 4b, the value of Lagrange multiplier A is shown. Since A is not single-valued
function of deformation, it is desirable to use the quadratic constraint formalism. In
our numerical calculation, it often happens that the high-lying HF point satisfying
A = 0 locates at a point slightly different from the local minimum. This is because
of our simplified calculation where we use the fixed parameters of the deformed harmonic oscillator base hujr and Tiu>: optimized for the ground state HF point. This
discrepancy can be removed by optimizing the base parameters for each high-lying
HF point. There are a few cases where the iteration for getting CHF-line does not
converge. To make it. converge, it may be one possible way to take larger values for
/o in Eq. (3.11) so as to make 8q smaller.
In the present paper, we have developed a new algorithm far getting many highlying HF points. This method exploits the following property of the CHF equation
within the TDHF-coordinate space {x^i}; it gives continuous differentiable lines, and
each HF point is located at one of these lines. In order to establish the numerical
method, it is crucial to use the RS-method. It can find a solution of the HF variational
equation (with and without constrained conditions), which lies at the nearest distance
from an arbitrarily chosen RS in the {xpi}-space. As is shown in this paper, this
RS method is very simple and powerful, and clearly overcome an essential difficulty
related to the adiabatic requirement. By applying it to the realistic case, its feasibility
is demonstrated. In order to compare our numerical results with the experimental
data, one has to include the pairing correlations as well as the effects of stationary
rotation. This extension is straightforward and is now in progress.
In this paper, the structure of the {:rM,}-space are not explicitly discussed, because
it is our present aim to get the high-lying HF points by going one step further from
the conventional numerical method. Here, it is noticed that the various curves in
Fig.4a should not be considered as the PES, except for a region very near to the
local minimum points. Since these curves express the projection of the PES in the
{rr^J-space onto the {<?}-space, we use the CHF-lines as a searching path to find out
the high-lying HF sates. An dynamical relation between various HF points can only
be explored within the TDHF-manifoId. An extension to the dynamical problem of
calculating the TDHF-trajectory is also in progress.
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Figure Captions:
Figure 1. Convergence process to the high-lying HF point started from the 2p-2h
state with respect to \4>o}- a) Convergence of the total energy. Energy relative
to |ij!>o} is expressed, b) Convergence of the single-particle energies. They are labeled by the asymptotic quantum numbers. Those having the same asymptotic
quantum numbers are connected by the solid line. The black and open circles
represent the occupied and unoccupied states, respectively, c) Convergence of
the variance (A^) 1 / / - 4 defined in Eq.(3.4). The single-particle wave functions
are converged after 80 iterations, d) Convergence process to the high-lying HF
point |0i} started from the 2p-2h state \4>2pZh)- Rearrangement of the mean-field
due to the 2p-2h excitation is illustrated.
Figure 2. Continuous CHF-lines. The control parameter is /Q = 0.9. a) The lower
and upper lines are started from the HF points |<fo) and \(j>\), respectively. The
calculated points automatically selected by the program are shown by open
rhombuses, b) The overlap between two adjacent single Slater-determinants at
automatically selected points. For comparison, the case with /o = 0.99 is also
shown.
Figure 3. New CHF points lying on an unknown CHF-line B. a) A set of CHF
points on the line B are obtained by starting from \<J>Q) on the line A. In this
calculation, the HF point \<J>Q) is always chosen as the RS and an increment
fiqinput = 115 [frn2] is adopted. The CHF points obtained by the GCD-method
are denoted by the open rhombuses. Solid curves giving the continuous CHFlines are calculated by using the LCD-method in Sect.3.3. b) Self-consistent
single-particle energies. Those calculated on the line A are expressed by the
dashed lines. Those calculated at the CHF points obtained by the GCD-method
are connected by the solid lines owing to the one-to-one correspondence by the
MOC. The black and open circles on the solid lines represent the occupied and
unoccupied states, respectively.
Figure 4. a) Many continuous CHF-lines and many high-lying HF points, b) Lagrange multipliers on various continuous CHF-lines.
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